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THE FLEET IS ALWAYS TAKING THE OFFENSIVE *

Following is text of the WAR Commentary broadcast

at 9.25 to-night in the Home Service by Admiral

Sir Hilllam James, K.C.L., M.P: -

My object in ny first broadcast was to say a few words about those 90% of

officers and men of the Navy who hardly ever cone into the.limelight«

To-night I’m going to talk about their offensive against the enemy and I’ve

chosen that theme because the war at sea, except for the submarines and coastal

forces, has a sort of defensive flavour. There are no great pitched battles;
we hear little of the main fleets; wo hear a lot about our convoys - and it all

sounds defensive.

But that’s not the right way to think of the sea war. The Fleet is actually

always taking the offensive. Everyone is on the offensive to-day. Every ton

of coal hewed, every bushel of wheat cropped, ad 6s power to the sea offensive.

Montgomery’s offensive, the offensive in North Africa and, the Russian offensive

in part were started by our miners and farmers. ,The farmers, by their tremendous

effort, released the merchant ships to carry our men and munitions abroad. The

miners produced the coal for the shipbuilding yards and munition factories.

The fighting was really started by some fire fighters who put out a fire in

a factory making a vitally important weapon; and, was carried on by Civil Defence

forces' who saved a loading port from destruction by air attack, End at each

stage the fighting increases in intensity. Every ship leaving harbour is on the

offensive; sea minefields have to be cleared just as land minefields have to be

cleared for our tanks.

Supplies for African Campaign

The Navy has to fight the convoys through the sea passes to their' destination.

That’s just as much port of the offensive as, say, our soldiers fighting their way

through a pass in North Africa. For 70 years before Trafalgar the Navy was con-

stantly on the offensive, landing soldiers under cover of its guns, but newer

before has the Navy’s offensive been on such a gigantic scale as in this war,

Ten million tons of ship-ping has been used to supply the’ North African

campaign, and on one night a million tons of shipping was at sea between

Gibraltar and the most forward port of supply for our Tunisian armies.

These vast Armadas do not reach their destination unscathed. The Navy and the

guns’ crews in the Merchant ships have to fight then through.

The Battle of the Atlantic seems at first sight to be entirely defensive.

Putting ships into convoy Ps a defensive policy and the job of the escort vessels

is to a great extent defensive. But that’s only half the story. The escorts

don’t plug along hoping for the best. They attack.

The offensive against the U-boats is growing in intensity every day. In

the House of Commons the Prime Minister told us recently that ’’He ore more than

holding our own in this Atlantic war". To have held our own since 1940 when the

enemy could use the Biscay bases and we had such heavy commitments in every

quarter of the globe is in itself an achievement. To be more than holding our

own implies a ceaseless offensive with every available weapon; and that’s what’s

happening,
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Prepared To Put Blockade Operation

There's another and equally important offensive operation which is so slow in

producing, results that it attracts very little attention. Blockade - cutting the

enemy off from overseas supplies, was the decisive factor in past wars. It was often

only after peace was declared that it was realised that it was the blockade and not

the dramatic victories on land that had broughtthe enemy down, It’s an unspectacular

business,"A blockade runner may occasionally-show fight, but in olden days a shot

across the bows usually was followed by the runner hauling down her colours, and today
the runner scuttles herself when she sees the game’s up.

We know now that the blockade was a decisive factor in the last war, German

statesmen and generals blamed our blockade for their defeat, Hitler remembered this

when he was preparing for war and he stocked tip huge resources of vital supplies*
"Guns before butter” was the rule, and the German people went short at home' to buy

large stocks of raw materials that Europe couldn’t provide - oil* wool, cotton,

copper, rubber, and metals for hardening steel. Hitler added to these great stocks the

loot brought back from the countries he over-fan in the early months,of the war, and

ha, is still looting; •

We were unprepared in many ways for the war but we were fully prepared to put the

blockade into operation. Though we. at once put a stranglehold on Germany’s overseas

trade, Hitler, with his vast stocks and loo.t, though he could ignore our sea offensive;

and miscalculating the strength and fortitude of Russia, turned his armies eastward

and left our blockade unbroken behind him. He reckoned he would defeat- Russia and

exploit her rich resources before our blockade would bother him. It was a gamble.

He committed himself to a huge expenditure in armaments and supplies and also cut

'himself off from the supplies that had been reaching him over the Trans-Siberian

railway. We know now that there has been little loot for Hitler out -of his Russian

Campaign,

Germany’s Only Friend

Let’s look at the situation today. Except for an occasional blockade runner

from the Far East to a Biscay port, the Axis powers are completely cut off from the

non-European world, and much more thoroughly than in 1918 because there are fewer

European neutral countries, Germany’s • only friend in the outer world is Japan, If

Germany and Japan could exchange the resources they control, the Axis would be far more

formidable than it is, because Germany has the factories and the technical skill and

Japan controls all .the raw materials Germany wants in abundance.

The Allies have built a barrier between the two countries and now another weapon

is making its mark in the long history of blockade - the bombers are carrying blockade- *

astage further and destroying the enemy's resources inside the continent. Blockade

will once again prove a decisive factor. The very fact that, despite her own heavy

requirements in shipping, Japan still tries to send, vital, supplies to Germany is a sign
of the times.

But the Navy cannot take the offensive either by blockade or by landing armies

overseas unless provided with adequate bases. We should be thankful that we have

bases in the right spots. In olden times a sheltered anchorage and a few guns at the

harbour’s .entrancewere all that was required. Bases could be improvised after war

was declared and, in the sailing era, many battles were fought for the possession

of a good base.

Today a major base cost millions. If a breakwater is necessary it may take years

to build, and a dry dock to take a modem battleship is an immense undertaking. Then

there are all the machine shops, the heavy fortress guns, the anti-aircraft guns and

the oil installations. Boards of Admiralty never like spending money on bricks and

mortar, but we should be grateful to our forebears that they established .bases all

over the world and held on to them, /

The Value of Gibratar

Just think of our position today if a British Government had relinquished

Gibraltar in the 18th century. That fortress base at the gateway of the Mediterranean

has been of incalculable value to us, not only for this North African campaign* but

throughout the war. This Is a high speed war and our ships cannot operate for long

without refuelling. Some of you have read ”East of Malta', .West of Suez” and

Admiral Cunningham’s difficulties because the enemy’s main sea supply line to North

Africa was over 900 miles from Alexandria and the same from Gibraltar, With a base

in Crete or Greece he could have struck continually at the enemy’s shipping.

/We’ve seen
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ye’ve seen how Montgomery’s campaign depended entirely 'on securing sea bases

as'he advanced. There’s never been a campaign like this. The vast quantities of

ammunition, petrol and food that Montgomery required could only be hr .ught by sea,
and that meant that the Navy had to Join in the. offensive and fight theconvoys

through against submarines, mines, and air attack on his right flank. The special

corps of divers and skilled mechanics who have done such a splendid job in opening

up harbours and repairing landing facilities are a hew feature in war. These

Harbour Recovery parties, as I call them, will become more and more.important as

the ring closes on ..the enemy for we must have bases as near to the front line as

possible in these days when 'armies and air forces..eat up sueli huge supplies.

Battle of Bases

Now let’s look for a moment at the Pacific war. There we lost Singapore and

cur whole position in the Far East collapsed. Now the war is being fought on the

great arc of a circle with centre at Tokio and a diameter of about 2,500 nodes,

The arc passes through China, Burma, the Dutch East Indies, New Guinea and the

Solomons. This first phase of the Pacific war may be known one day as the Battle

of Bases, because .that ’s what it is. The Japanese are still endeavouring' to secure ■
bases near Australia', and by fierce and incessant fighting the Australian and. .

American armed forces are holding them back. In the Aleutian Islands in the far

North, the battle for bases keeps flaring up, and these islands are often in the news.

I’m often asked what will produce a change in that extraordinary situation.

The answer is that we’ll see a. change the moment the Allies obtain a base either

near Japan or one from which they can strike at the enemy’s long sea. lines of,,

communication.

Today the aeroplane has brought immense additional strength t the sea-

offensive, The aero- lane's power of rapid search over large areas of water has

enormously increased our power to blockade. Its powers of search and attack are

also of incalculable value in the offensive against the enemy submarines.

In the past, one reason for sea power making itself felt so slowly has been

that ships lying in a well defended harbour were immune from attack, ye couldn’t

force the enemy to give battle and yet as long as the enemy fleet was in being it wa

was a threat to ur .lines of commieation. Today/our planes can Carry the

offensive into the “enemy ’ s harbours.

Our sea power sprang originally from the forests of oaks in the gouth, of

England and the skill of tour shipbuilders. Prom the dny .it was realised that the

future of the country depended on sea power, the estuaries raid rivers in the

South of England become hives of industry, with, master builders directing, the

work of the shipwright, blacksmiths', top and bottom sawyers, carpenters and.

caulkers, Many of those "old time shipyards have.‘disappeared and today it isyon
the skill of the men of Clydeside and the North Country men that our sea power

mainly rests. It’s coal and iron today instead pf the crooked; oaks of the South

Country, g : o m •'

The truth is that all. d us - miner, farmer, factory worker;, housewife,

shipbuilder, fire watcher, soldier, sailor, airman - all of usarc linked

t ,\gether for the sea offensive* It was not one of .ur own leaders -it Was

Admiral Doenitz who said a month ago, ’’England can only be beaten at sea. Her

sea oommunications rare her arteries.’*

BRITISH BROADSTING CORPORATION
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